What we do
3DGuy provides high quality 3d visualisation services which include:

3d visualisations
Every design has a story
3DGuy’s high impact photo realistic
visualisations can help tell your design
concept stories.
3DGuy provides high quality 3d architectural
visualisation services which include:











Photo realistic 3d visualisations
Architecture mood shots
2D/3D floor plans
3D architectural master site plans
3D photo montages
3D concept designs
3D landscape designs
3D animations
3D interior virtual tours
Rich multimedia presentations featuring
music, titles, voiceovers and other
content.

3DGuy visualisations span across a number of
industries including retail, commercial,
residential, advertising and product design.

We bring your design concepts to life
Working together with architects, property developers,
interior designers, product developers, construction
companies, selling agents, advertising agencies and artists,
3DGuy visuals effectively illustrate design concepts and
brings them to life.

3d visualisations in virtual reality (VR)
3D visualisations in VR offer immersive
experiences of digital models
With VR 3D visualisations, architects, designers, property
developers or marketing and product managers, can offer
clients immersive experiences of their digital models.

View a 3DGuy virtual reality 3d
visualisation

With the use of a standard modern smart phone and a
simple economical mobile VR headset (such as
our Google Cardboard viewers), clients can now be
transported into the 3D visualisation virtually immersing
themselves in the designed space.
This offers an unmatched experience of visualisation as
though standing within a scaled photorealistic mock-up of
the proposed space. It allows you to virtually walk around
a new concept building before its construction avoiding
costly post-build alterations.

3d product design visualisations
Seeing is believing
Whether you’re designing tools or an experience
centre, whatever the need, 3DGuy can create
your product in virtual models with lifelike
accuracy.
3d product visualisations can communicate the
features or workings of your product design to a
prospective client or investors. Visuals can also
then be used to promote the product to market.

3d printing & 3d scanning
High precision prototyping
.

3DGuy also offers high precision
prototyping that is professional full
colour 3D printing for industrial
or commercial use.
3D scanning is able to capture realworld objects or environments and
construct digital 3-dimentional
models. It can assist product
developers with precise
measurements of the physical objects
and reduce the number of prototype
design cycles.

Branded Google Cardboard virtual reality
(VR) viewers
Separate your brand from the competition
Virtual reality (VR) now gives businesses a creative,
innovative and unforgettable way to introduce your
products or services!
Forget the old school brochures – with VR, you can bring
your brochures to life and captivate your audiences
by enabling them to virtually experience your products or
services as if they were already there!
3DGuy offers full colour custom branded virtual
reality viewers to help you maximise your brands
awareness in a captive and innovative way!
Viewers are made from durable laminated cardboard
and offers real value for money with a longer lasting,
easily cleanable option. They also come in a company
branded protective sleeve for easy storage!

Portfolio
The high quality, photorealistic visualisations created by 3DGuy never go unnoticed. Here are a few of the
visualisation projects worked on in the corporate, retail and residential industries.
* all images are completely computer generated 3d visualisations done by 3DGuy.

View full portfolio

Corporate visualisations

Commercial visualisations

Residential visualisations
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